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Summary
Introduction

01.

The aim of the project is to reinforce the culture of generosity 

by creating charitable giving solutions that are more accessible, 

inclusive, and effective.

Project timeline: 12 weeks

Key deliverables: High-fidelity prototype

Target user-base: everyday givers - of all races, genders, socio-

economic statuses, and perspectives
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Introduction
 

02.

The two main focus areas that awakened the most 

of my interest - Young Donors and Women Donors, I 

decided to focus on the Women Donors brief. I worked 

closely with both groups, so both topics had good 

potential. However, I have already included young 

adults in my previous projects, and I felt that focusing 

on women in creative industries would open new 

perspectives and allow me to explore a new group of 

users.
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Fig 1: Urmet 2024. A mind-map on two possible topics
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The brief: Women Donors

Initial problem statement: 

How might solutions specifically empower female-identifying donors, 

inspiring gender equity across the giving ecosystem in the UK?

Stakeholders: 

Charities, female-identifying donors, government, local community, 

ones in need. 

Initial hypothesis: 

Women are more likely to take part in charitable activities when 

digital solutions are designed with women’s preferences and giving 

styles in mind.

The Problem Statement
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Research
03.

• Desk Research

• Ethnographic study – user interview

• Competitive and comparative analysis

• User journey test

Research methods
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Debra Mesch (2020) explored gender differences in how women and 

men use the Internet and social networks and how they give. Women 

donors are often drawn to philanthropy via collective giving and the 

sense of community they build when giving together. Women are 

inclined to combine charitable donations with volunteer service or 

informal giving and helping. They are also more likely to donate to 

causes they feel personally related to.

DESK RESEARCH

“To successfully serve women donors beyond 2020, tech 

platforms must: take a  comprehensive view of philan-

thropy; meet donors where they are no matter how spon-

taneous or intentional their giving; and cultivate trust 

and a sense of community online.” 

(Mesch 2020, p 4)
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There is a need to make the volunteering process a part of the 

professional journey when volunteering is a bite-size one-time 

project that can be added to a CV (Cravens 2014).  

Middle adulterers are volunteering more and are more likely to 

volunteer for education and training organisations, sports or 

recreation groups (Ackermann and Manatschal 2012).

(Pactor et al. 2020) identified that women are more active than men 

in mobile donations and are more likely to give via Facebook. Women 

are also more likely to be inspired to donate via social media.

“...said that there is a need for “an online scheme where 

it makes it easy for volunteers to add their volunteer ex-

perience to their CV at the click of a button, or an online 

scheme where volunteers and orgs are encouraged to 

provide feedback and evidence of their volunteer experi-

ence, all online.”” 

(Cravens 2014, p 55)
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1. 

Women donors find the social aspect of 

giving or volunteering influential and 

are more active in donating via mobile 

and social media.   

 

3 Key Insights

2. 

People prefer to see their volunteering 

process as a professional journey and 

wish to reflect that on their CV.

3. 

Women are more likely to donate to /  

volunteer for causes that they feel  

related to personally.
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USER INTERVIEWS

Objectives:
• Learn at what times users interact with charity.

• Understand motivation - why users return/or not to charity activity.

• Discover what charity products/services users are using.

• Uncover any pain points or challenges users find when navigating 

within the charity process.

• Measure user interest in charity and identify potential new features.

Participants: female-identifying donors aged 20-50 located in the UK

Sample size: 3 participants

Recording method: notes and audio recording
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AFFINITY MAPPING
& PROCESSING THE 
QUALITATIVE DATA

Fig 2: Urmet 2024. Affinity Mapping of data collected from the interviews

The study identified:

• reasons for donation/volunteering

• pain points from previous experience

• the best way for users to donate/take part in 

volunteering

• Would the user repeat the donation 

• How the process of volunteering/donation is 

beneficial for the user
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1. Problem statement:

Transparency and trust.

The user needs to know that the 

donation reaches the aimed group - 

they can see the direct impact of the 

donation.

How might we increase transparency in 

the online donation process? 

3 Key Insights

2. Problem statement: 

Communication and direct impact.

The user needs to receive a direct 

visual or verbal reward so that they feel 

countable.

How might we create a platform where 

donors will receive such feedback?

 

3. Problem statement: 

Autonomy.

The user needs to have more autonomy 

in decision-making when volunteering so 

that they can fit it into a busy schedule.

How might we create an experience where 

donors can be in charge of the decision-

making process and have needed flexibility 

in ways and times of donation?
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Creative professional

Sarah the  
Planner

Background Motivations

BehavioursFrustrations

Mobile consumer:

Computer consumer:

Socially active:

Sarah is passionate about giving back to her 
community and making a positive impact on the world. 
She actively seeks out opportunities to engage in 
charitable activities and is always looking for new ways 
to contribute. Sarah believes that charity work not only 
benefits those in need but also brings personal 
fulfilment and growth.

Personal Growth 

Making a Difference 

Connection & Community 

Self-promotion

Volunteering 

Online Solutions

Preferences

Not able to dedicate long-
term commitments to 
volunteering. 

She does not want to feel her 
creative activity being 
undervalued.

Main Job: 

Sara wants to spend her spare 
time volunteering, without 
long-term commitment and 
feeling that her input is 
undervalued.   

The most valuable donation experience I have is when I see the impact 
that I make both to the charities and achieving my personal goals. As an 
artist, I love to share my knowledge and promote my artwork and skillset. 
I am a busy person, so I appreciate well-organised and flexible 
volunteering experience.

Volunteering by offering her 
time, skills and products. 

Likes the socialising aspect of 
charity.

Image by Firefly, Adobe.

Jobs to be Done

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to teach/inspire/
entertain, and to raise money 
without a huzzle 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants to make a positive 
impact on the world and be 
acknowledged.

Personal Dimension:  

to bring personal fulfilment 
and promote herself as an 
artist 

Social Dimension: 

to share the positive 
experience with friends/family

Related Job: 

Sara registers for the 
volunteering possibilities in 
her area, without dreadful 
paper work and uncertany  

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to be able to 
choose from the available 
options 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants trusted and 
confident volunteering 
experience

Personal Dimension:  

to be in charge of own 
timetable and keep the 
expenses under control 

Social Dimension: 

to get involved without 
unpleasant surprises

USER PERSONA
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User persona is developed from the data 

collected during interviews while  

analysing what was common about 

these women - areas of interest, ways 

they donate, frustrations and behaviour 

patterns.
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Jobs to be Done

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to teach/inspire/
entertain, and to raise money 
without a huzzle 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants to make a positive 
impact on the world and be 
acknowledged.

Personal Dimension:  

to bring personal fulfilment 
and promote herself as an 
artist 

Social Dimension: 

to share the positive 
experience with friends/family

Related Job: 

Sara registers for the 
volunteering possibilities in 
her area, without dreadful 
paper work and uncertany  

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to be able to 
choose from the available 
options 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants trusted and 
confident volunteering 
experience

Personal Dimension:  

to be in charge of own 
timetable and keep the 
expenses under control 

Social Dimension: 

to get involved without 
unpleasant surprises

Further research

USER JOURNEY

The Jobs to be Done description is 

developed from the qualitative research 

data. Persona and Jobs to be Done 

are a starting point for further design 

processes and research:

- design concepts.

- scenario and screen flows,

- user journey test,

- usability test.

Fig 4: Urmet 2024. Jobs to be Done
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Testing

The screen Flow presented in Figure 5 

is developed from the Jobs to be Done 

framework, and the scenario sounds as 

follows:

‘Sarah wants to spend her spare time 

 volunteering. She downloads the app and 

registers for the volunteering possibility 

in her area. She wishes to share the news 

about a successful application via social 

media that she hopes will help her to 

collect money for the cause.

User tests showed that the journey is 

 clearly understood by the user and feels 

natural. They were not sure if they were 

interested in ‘Photos’ and would prefer to 

have a social communication possibility.
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The Feature Inventory of Indirect Competitors  

demonstrated that these volunteering-focused 

solutions have online sign-up options but do not 

have features for socialising, time management, 

or personal progress tracking. The most of app 

features are hidden behind the sign-up wall.

COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS

Fig 6: Urmet 2024. Feature Inventory on volunteering-focused features of Indirect Competitors
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The Feature Inventory of Direct Competitors (creative 

volunteering opportunities) demonstrated that these 

are not user-focused and rather are a database of  

volunteering possibilities in the area.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Fig 7: Urmet 2024. Feature Inventory on volunteering-focused features of Direct Competitors
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Design
04.

Link to Prototype
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Branding

Taking into account the women-focused user base of 

the creative industries, and with the support of the 

received feedback from the user scope, this branding 

visually represents a reliable, friendly and professional 

environment.

The rather bright but calm colour scheme is inspired 

by the Pantone of Year ‘Peach Fuzz’ that presents a 

nurturing, cosy and safe environment. An addition of 

purple and green colours brings brightness to a design 

solution. 

The typeface complements the theme and supports 

consistency. The font pairing was chosen as it provides 

high contrast between titles and main texts and is 

available across Adobe software and Figma.

Colours for texts are more contrast to meet 

accessibility standards for texts used in the design 

solution and support readability.



Colours:

DM Serif Regular    Title 

DM Sans Regular    Paragraph
DM Sans Bold    Button

Icons:

Logo:

Friendly and reliable, supportive and encouraging. 

Fonts:

Tone of Voice: 

Shades

Main colours

Additional colours

Alert colour

Texts

9C99CB B6D993

EF7265 D2D0E8 DFEED1

E6E5F3 EDF6E6

000000 8FBA65 5F60A0

2B2A16 F8BA9B
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Fig 8: Urmet 2024. Brand book, page 1



Visual elements:

Icons

Illustration

Background visual element Buttons

Highlighed:
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Buttons have ‘hoover over’ 

and ‘selection’ properties 

to bring attention to 

possible actions.

The alert colour is brighter 

but not too ‘aggressive’ and 

aims to bring attention to 

notifications and a sense 

of urgency.

Fig 9: Urmet 2024. Brand book, page 2



Excite & amuse

Reassure & respect

User journey

1st impression

onboarding

search

application

share

message
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Fig 10: Urmet 2024. UX Writing Strategy

UX Writing Strategy As Brand Guidelines provide general information on 

the Tone of Voice strategy, to tailor the user experience 

to different stages of the journey, UX Writing Strategy 

identifies more specific applications of language.
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User Flow

The final User Flow is a result of ideation and user testing. It is built 

on the insights from the research findings, Jobs to be Done framework 

and proposed scenario. User tests helped to identify unnecessary 

screens and journey gaps. Reflection on key research insights and 

problem statements helped to identify needed elements for the user 

journey.
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The final design solution is an app 

application as research shows that 

 women donors prefer to donate via 

mobile. UI design is calm and friendly, 

supporting communication. UX design 

solutions are driven from the problem 

statements and visualised via Volunteerin 

level and specific impact demonstrated 

in numbers. Positive feedback and a link 

to chat are on the home screen to cover 

the communication and self-worth needs 

of the user.

Wire-frames

Fig 12: Urmet 2024. App design visualisation 
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The prototype was created 

in Figma, as it allows 

to animate interactive 

elements of the app, 

such as buttons and 

transmissions. It also has 

a feature to present a 

mock-up on a big screen 

when presenting the 

prototype, which gives 

the user a close-to-reality 

feeling when testing the 

design via Maze.
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Iteration
 

05.

The design solution was in constant change and 

was built as a result of personal reflection against 

project aims, problem statements, design professional 

standards, response to a tutor’s feedback, and testing.
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Job description texts were improved on 

after the tutor’s feedback that pointed 

out weak areas of the first versions, 

as these did not include pain points 

identified during the research.

Jobs to be Done

Creative professional

Sarah the  
Planner

Background Motivations

BehavioursFrustrations

Mobile consumer:

Computer consumer:

Socially active:

Sarah is passionate about giving back to her 
community and making a positive impact on the world. 
She actively seeks out opportunities to engage in 
charitable activities and is always looking for new ways 
to contribute. Sarah believes that charity work not only 
benefits those in need but also brings personal 
fulfilment and growth.

Personal Growth 

Making a Difference 

Connection & Community 

Self-promotion

Volunteering 

Online Solutions

Preferences

Not able to dedicate long-
term commitments to 
volunteering. 

She does not want to feel her 
creative activity being 
undervalued.

Main Job: 

Sara wants to spend her spare 
time volunteering, without 
long-term commitment and 
feeling that her input is 
undervalued.   

The most valuable donation experience I have is when I see the impact 
that I make both to the charities and achieving my personal goals. As an 
artist, I love to share my knowledge and promote my artwork and skillset. 
I am a busy person, so I appreciate well-organised and flexible 
volunteering experience.

Volunteering by offering her 
time, skills and products. 

Likes the socialising aspect of 
charity.

Image by Firefly, Adobe.

Jobs to be Done

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to teach/inspire/
entertain, and to raise money 
without a huzzle 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants to make a positive 
impact on the world and be 
acknowledged.

Personal Dimension:  

to bring personal fulfilment 
and promote herself as an 
artist 

Social Dimension: 

to share the positive 
experience with friends/family

Related Job: 

Sara registers for the 
volunteering possibilities in 
her area, without dreadful 
paper work and uncertany  

Functional Aspect: 

She wants to be able to 
choose from the available 
options 

Emotional Aspect: 

She wants trusted and 
confident volunteering 
experience

Personal Dimension:  

to be in charge of own 
timetable and keep the 
expenses under control 

Social Dimension: 

to get involved without 
unpleasant surprises

Fig 14: Urmet 2024. Jobs to be Done development 
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During the logotype design development, the vote helped to find the 

solution that the user would find more appealing and better linked to 

volunteering activity within the creative industry.

Branding

Fig 15: Urmet 2024. Initial logotype development
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Figure 16 demontrates the development of Screen Flow as result of 

User test and chain of design decicions.

During the research stage, the first sketch of Screen Flow was created 

(1). Problem Statements and key insights identified during the initial 

research influenced further improvement of the Screen Flow sketch.  

After the first user test, the Screen Flow changed again to meet users’ 

needs better(2), as the main focus of the design solution was not the 

registration process but the process of signing up for a volunteering 

solution.  After completing and analysing the Persona and Jobs to 

be Done framework against the Screen FLow sketch, the sketch was 

improved again by adding the feature of sharing the volunteering news 

on social media and taking away the sign-in option (3).

Usability test
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1

2

Fig 16: Urmet 2024. User Flow development

3
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Fig 17: Urmet 2024. User test feedback. Screen 3

Usability test via Maze:
As Figures 17-20 demonstrate, user test via Maze high-

light usability and design issues. Here is a list of issues 

and changes made in a response:

• Add text animation on landing page - without 

animation looks a bit dull.

• To make user journey more clear, bringing relevant 

volunteering up on screen 3 (Figure 17).

• Make buttons clickable on screen 4 (Figure 18). 

• Improve the messaging screen – take away the app 

logo and add buttons that are more relevant (Figure 

19).

• On screen 11 – The ‘Share’ button more clear (Figure 

20).

UX Writing:

• Reword greeting to ‘Sarah, you’re making it different’

• Add ‘I’  and short instructions on form.
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Fig 18: Urmet 2024. User test feedback. Screen 4
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Fig 19: Urmet 2024. User test feedback. Chat screen
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Fig 20: Urmet 2024. User test feedback. Screen 11
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Design development of the interface aimed to meet the accessibility, usability and visual industry standards.

Main changes made:

Colours - the first versions were not well visually balanced had a poor hierarchy, and looked overcrowded.

The typography - was changed to increase the contrast between the title and the body texts - the size was increased, 

and darker shades of black, purple and green were applied to improve readability.

Background - the visual element on the background is made more pale so as not to distract the user from the 

information.

Bottom panel - icons changed as user testing, and the analysis of possible app functions has shown that the first version 

was not very relevant, and users were a bit confused.

Buttons - changes made to make these more visible and improve the call to action function, as user test results showed 

that this required an improvement. 

Layout - to achieve better visual balance, changes were made through the application of column grids.

Visual language - design for chat and experience identifiers was changed, as first user testing showed that these were 

not clear.  

The development of the interface design has influenced the further development of the branding.

Interface and layout
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Fig 21: Urmet 2024. App interface development
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Conclusion
 

06.

• The proposed design solution meets the main aim 

of the project - to reinforce the culture of generosity 

by creating charitable giving solutions that are more 

accessible, inclusive and effective.

• The design solution builds on Problem Statements 

and is driven by the research: Communication and 

Direct Impact via visualised input data, feedback 

and sharing via social media features; Flexibility of 

I am happy with:
volunteering experience via bite-size projects that 

are aligned with personal availability; Transparency 

via direct communication with organisations and 

visualised personal input data.

• Usability research directly influenced the final 

design solution. Desk research supports user 

interview results.
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• Improving the UX Writing.

• Documenting interview notes and initial Screen Flow 

test in a more professional manner.

• Develop an additional journey, that explores a 

socialising aspect of the volunteering experience - a 

social interaction function within the app.

• Explore prototyping platforms that support 

animation solutions better.

Next time, I would focus 
more on:

If I had more time:
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• In the beginning, to identify the problem.

• To structure newly learned into my previous 

knowledge. In many cases, I felt confused with the 

amount of information coming my way from the 

lecture content. I was not always clear where these 

skills should be applied, and when a particular 

method is correct and when not.

• A wide range of UX Design frameworks and methods.

• UX Writing basics.

• UI interface rules.

• Digital user testing.

I have learned: I struggled with:
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Appendices

 
	

 

 

RESTRICTED 

  

 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

Title of Project: Empowering female-identifying donors and inspiring gender equity across the 
giving ecosystem in the UK. 
Name of Researcher: Katerina Urmet 
 
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information provided through the information 
sheet dated 11/02/2024 for the research study. I have had the opportunity to consider the 
information, ask questions and I have had these answered satisfactorily.  

£ Yes  
£ No 

 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time 
without giving any reason, without my legal rights being affected.  

£ Yes  
£ No 

 
3. I agree to be video/audio recorded and photographed and these materials be used to collect 
and store relevant data for research purposes only, and without publishing recorded images in 
open sources. 

£ Yes  
£ No 

 
3. I agree to take part in the above study. 
  
Name of Participant: 
 
Date: 
 
__________________________ 
Signature 
 
 
 
Name of Researcher: Katerina Urmet  
 
Date: 
__________________________ 
Signature 
 
If you wish to withdraw from the research, just email to: ju291991@falmouth.ac.uk and you 
will be withdrawn from the research. 
 
In case you have any questions about this research project or your participation, please contact: 
Research & Knowledge Exchange Team 
e: research@falmouth.ac.uk 
t: 01326 259247  

Appendix 1. Participant Concent Form
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Appendix 2. Participant Information Sheet

 
	

  11/02/2024 1	

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 

Empowering female-identifying donors and inspiring gender equity across 
the giving ecosystem in the UK 
 
I would like to invite you to take part in my research. Before you decide I would like you to 
understand why the research is being carried out and what it would involve for you. I will go 
through the information sheet with you and answer any questions you have.  
 
Purpose of the research  
I would like you to take part in this research as I believe that you can make a valuable 
contribution to the development of a prototype that will help to enhance services within charity 
activities aimed to meet women’s needs and interests. 
 
Taking part in this research is optional  
It is up to you to decide to join the research. If you agree to take part, I will then ask you to sign 
a consent form. You are free to withdraw at any time, without giving a reason.  
  
What you will be asked to do  
The research part that involves you will be from 12/02/2024 to 25/03/2024. I ask you to take 
part in a focus group interview that will help me gain information about your previous 
experience with charity activity. The second part of the research will include a user test that will 
help to understand how well the proposed design solution works and identify further 
improvement areas. Each meeting will take place at agreed place and time, and will last 
approximately 30 minutes. 
 
This study may involve video/audiotaping or photography. This material will be used to observe 
and record the qualitative results of the research, and material that identifies a participant will 
not be published. 
 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  
There are no identified risks during the research, but please let me know if you have any 
concerns about risks, discomfort or inconvenience that you should outline.  
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part?  
By taking part in this research, you support the development of a digital solution that is aimed 
to enhance services aimed to meet women’s needs and interests in charity activity. 
  
I will not collect any personal data. All collected responses during the research will be 
confidential. All collected data will be stored on Falmouth University servers and deleted at the 
end of the study. This research is for educational purposes only and will not be published.  
 
In case you have any questions about this research project or your participation, please contact: 
Research & Knowledge Exchange Team 
e: research@falmouth.ac.uk 
t: 01326 259247  
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Appendix 3. Ethics Review Form
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Appendix 4. UX Research Plan
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Appendix 5. Interview Notes
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Appendix 6. Usability Tests

Notes:

Positive:

“Tone of voice is professional but positive and encouraging.”

“All seems very straight forward and we’ll set out. Lots of white space which makes it easy to 

read.”

“It’s very interesting to explore and gives a wish to get to know available charity events in 

your area! The app is comfortable to use and it’s great to see your progress.”

To improve on:

“More clear description of the task for testing.”

Test 1 on 30 March 2024

Test 2 on 11 April 2024
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Appendix 7. Link to prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/pIEHXNKBUFblH3J3LmpXuU/ART-for-CHANGE?page-

id=0%3A1&type=design&node-id=0-1&viewport=-25%2C367%2C0.24&t=AEfYCeNaO

CL6ghon-1&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=62%3A3289&show-proto-

sidebar=1&mode=design


